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KKK unmasks 'invisible empire'
Editor't Note: Tkc following it the lint In
■ three-part series about current Ku Klux
Klaa activities Part Two will appear
tomorrow.
By Victoria Graham
Associated Press Writer
INDIANAPOLIS lAP) - The Ku Klux Klan
that ruled Indiana with terror and pageantry
in the 1920s says it's rebuilding its realm in
the 1970s with ballots, bumper stickers and
ball point pens.
The hooded order that dominated Indiana
from the rural tavern to the Statehouse holds
open conventions at Holiday Inns and files
complaints with the Indiana Civil Liberties
Union ilCLUl
The invisible empire' is more visible
than at any time since the civil rights
backlash of the 1950s and 60s and is wielding
the highly visible tools of community
organizations, advertising and old-fashioned
prairie politics.
Indiana Ku Klux Klan Grand Dragon William
Chancy, right, (hows Klantman lot Wilton of
Kokomo an ongravod lighter told in a rocont
ttroot walk in Columbus. Ind.

GRAND DRAGON William Chaney of
Indianapolis said Indiana's Klan "is the most
formidable-the strongest-north of the
Mason-Dixon Line ."

Chaney. a part-time paper server lor
Decatur Township Justice Court, says the
Klan 'doesn't want to burn and destroy
We're going to bring about change in the
political arena If we use violence we might
as well blow our own brains out '
But in case the ballot lioe.n i produce the
desired results. King Kleagle Paul Book ol
Kokomo readily admits the Klan "is training
vigilantes and will use them for self-defense
if blacks, socialists and communists take
over and we lose individual freedom "
The Klan claims to be organizing junior
Klans in racially-troubled schools and
providing "intelligence materials'' about the
Black Panthers and the Students for a
Democratic Societv iSDSI
CROSSES STILL are burned on lawns
Virulent literature about 'communistic
niggensm" still finds its way into
manufacturing plants, neighborhoods and
high schools.
The Klan still has its brushes with the law
over weapons permits, illegal mailings,
court injunctions and alleged possession ol
dynamite
Chaney himself is appealing a conviction in
Ann Arbor. Mich . las! March lor possession

ol a concealed pistol and tear gas canmster
But the heritage of the night rider and the
taint of violence are being played down today
in favor ol slogans ol law and order and
political change
Chaney. a corpulent man with a waxed
moustache and a Southern drawl, readily
agreed to an interview in a southside
Indianapolis tavern winch he said was owned
by one of us
Bui don I say that," the Dragon
admonished with a wink over his beer, the

Klan officially frown* on this sort ol thing."
CHANEY, a former advertising salesman.
provided reams of Klan leallets. provided
other Klansmen lor Interviews and said.
Any publicity is good as long as we can get
people to say Klan
He COmptrtS the Klan to an iceberg-only
ihe up shows We'd bloom oul like a rose at
night if only people weren't afraid and the
FBI would stop harassing us
Slate and local police agree il unchecked
the Klan would grow much faster in Indiana
Although Chancy refuses to divulge
membership figures, law enforcement of
luiais place the membership at about 500.
with a dedicated core of 150 card-carrying
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Klansmen in 15 units or klaverns.
Five years ago the membership was
virtually zero Police attribute the Klan's
latest resurgence to the backlash against
court-ordered school busing in Indianapolis
and the salesmanship of Chaney. a former
Kentucky farmer, miner and truck-loader.
Chaney compares himsell to an evangelist
and says his goal is to organize basic klan
units or klaverns in all 92 counties and bring
about 490.000 persons-or 10 per cent ol
Indiana's white population -into the Klan
■old
I'e says Indiana is especially fertile ground
because it has many southerners and is the
lountainhead of the John Birch Society and
the American Legion But Indiana is only one
ol the clearest examples ol a nationwide
campaign to recruit members and legitimize
the Klan without sacrificing its gothic
appeal
THE KLAN IS holding more ceremonial
cross-burnings and full robed street walks in
courthouse squares than five years ago They
conscientiously check with police to comply
with local regulations but prefer private
property for cross-burning rallies
oTe'
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German, Russian courses
undergoing modifications
Although the College of Arts and
Sciences is still studying proposed
changes in the foreign language
requirement, the German and Russian
department has already modified
several of its programs
Dr Boris Matthews, chairman of the
German and Russian department, said
most revisions have been made in the
German sequence because its larger
enrollment allows for more flexibility
More than 500 students are enrolled
in first and second year German
courses, and less than 100 in Russian
German 201 and 202 have been
divided into two "tracks" to accommodate students' needs. Dr Matthews
said
ONE TRACK is the standard inter
mediate sequence emphasizing culture, literature and reading ability
The other is a science track which
stresses an effective dictionary
reading ability in German for science
majors
Dr Matthews said German is important for science students because research studies often are first published
in German
"To be on the front edge of their
field, they must know the language, not
wait until research is translated." he
said

German 100- level courses may also
be developed into the dual tracking system next quarter if sufficient student
interest is expressed, he said
Dr Matthews disagreed with the
suggestion that language majors and
non-majors study a foreign language in
separate classes
"From a mechanical standpoint,
there is a problem of scheduling. More
important, the enthusiastic student can
add something that the less enthusiastic student can benefit and profit
from
"The implication is that non-majors
want what could become a secondclass learning experience." he said
AT OHIO State University, students
are separated according to their main
field of interest. Erik Graubart.
instructor of German, said
Because of OSU's larger enrollment,
some language programs are divided
into tracks for language majors,
science majors, social science majors,
those interested mostly in speaking the
language and those wanting a cultural
orientation
Because ol the smaller enrollment
here, tracking on this scale is not possible. Graubart said.
Graubart was acting chairman of the
German and Russian department when

it responded to a foreign languages report by the Arts and Sciences ad hoc
committee for curriculum revision,
chaired by Dr James Bashore. That
report included possible revisions in
foreign language requirements
IN ITS response, the German and
Russian department recommended
establishing more courses to meet the
specialized needs of students
Courses suggested include
-An intensive second-year conversation course;
-A technical course with emphasis
on the phonetics of German to be
offered during the second year;
--A German popular culture course.
The .department's report said such
course offerings could be avilable
"with only a relatively short lead
time'' and would not require additional
faculty.
Extra costs would be involved only
for cultural background material such
as foreign language films, slides,
books, magazines, guest speakers and
cultural performances, the department
report said
THE DEPARTMENT is awaiting Ihe
final Bashore report before acting on
any major revisions.
"Such modifications can't be thrown

Advisor plan underway

Student board activates
By Denny Seeds
Staff Reporter
Gov. John J Gilligan's student
advisory board will propose to the
governor that a student be appointed to
the board of trustees ai each Ohio state
university
Dennis Kelly, the University's
representative to the board, said the
proposal, the board's first, will be
submitted on Nov 14 at a luncheon at
the Governor's Mansion
"Unlike Bowling Green State
University, other state universities do
not have student representatives,"
said Kelly "The proposal would create
a seat for a student representative and
the university would fill that seat, by
election or appointment."
This University's first student
representative to the Board of
Trustees was Mark Kruse. elected in
April. 1971
THE GOVERNOR'S ADVISORY
board consists of 21 members-one
person from each state university in
Ohio and representatives from Ohio
private and technical schools.
Members are appointed by the
governor.
Kelly said the board was not just a
"tool'' for Gov. Gilligan. even though

its creation may have been a political
move by the governor to appease
students.
"There are a lot of diversified and
interested persons on the board, and
we're going to use this opportunity to
put some student input into the Ohio
government.'' said Kelly.
He outlined some of the upcoming
issues in education.
The Ohio Plan is still alive," Kelly
said. At present it is undergoing
legislative action in the Ohio senate, he
said
"The plan has some good points, but
I'm against the pay back system,
where the student, who is supposedly
making more money with his college
degree, pays the state additional
educational fees." Kellv explained
HE ADDED that since the graduate
already has to pay a graduated income
tax. he would be paying twice for the
degree
Kelly also discussed the MillettPlan
"The Milieu Plan isn't as bad as the
Ohio Plan, but it's still bad." he said.

Under the Millett Plan, devised by
Dr. John D Millett. former chancellor
of the Ohio Board of Regents, tuition at
two-year institutions would be
decreased by 29 per cent and increased
at the four-year institutions by 90 per
cent.

"The idea is to have the student go to
a two-year school and then finish his
degree work at a private school,"
Kelly said
"But the four-year school has
several aspects that two year schools
don't offer, such as meeting people and
becoming mature."
KELLY SAID he would like to see
the funds apportioned equally among
the two and four-year institutions
The advisory board would also like to
see the state income tax retained.
Kelly said
"Without the income tax. Ohio
schools will have nowhere to turn for
funds." he said.
Kelly said Ohio was at the bottom ol
a list of all the states for public support
of education.
' I agree with Dr
Millett s
observation that Ohio has no tradition
for support of education." he said.
"THE GOVERNOR treats students
as if they were consumers-they have
to pick up most of the cost
themselves," said Kelly "Ohio is the
fifth richest state, because college
graduates have built it so.
"Ohio education needs new direction
and capable administration." he said.

together slapdash,
Dr Matthews
said. "After submitting our report last
December, we're not dragging our
feet, but we don't know whal Ihe
Bashore report will recommend I
think it is reasonable to expect some, il
not all. of the recommendations will be
adopted." he said
Many German course revisions could
be made within the department by
using the same course description
already in the University bulletin and
changing only the emphasis or approach, he said.
This procedure would enable the
department to bypass the process ol
obtaining approval from the Arls and
Sciences Council, policy-making body
for the college; Academic Council, ami
President l.'ollis A Moore Jr.
"We want most to increase the speed
ol response." Dr Matthews said
A language "cluster" is also being
considered as a possible way to fulfill
the Arts and Sciences language
requirement
GRAUBART said the "cluster
could be offered as par! of the Modular
Achievement Plan (MAP) and could
include:
•■An intensive language experience
involving total immersion in the given
language;
--A cultural encounter providing a
basic introduction to a given culture
This could be offered as a world literature cluster.
By having (he students work together
in the MAP environment, they could
better learn to think the language.
Garubart said.
"With four 50-minute classes per
week, this is psychologically impossible," he said
Graubart said the need for revisions
in the language program is part of a
larger issue.
"IF FOUR YEARS of a foreign language were required lor admission to
the University, we could phase out the
foreign language requirement," he
said.
"With the 15.000 enrollment ceiling,
such high standards for admissions
could be justified
"This would reduce the number ol
foreign language teaching jobs on the
college level, but put the burden on
high school programs
"The only students taking a lower
level language course in college would
be those who choose to begin the study
of a different language," Graubart
said.
I'e said the German and Russian
department is willing "to move with
the University, even if the language
requirement is reduced to one year
"ALTHOUGH one year isn't really
enough, we could offer a one-year terminal course with limited objectives.
"We're obviously not going to fight
to abolish the language requirement,
but we'll live with what the University
decides the best we can," Graubart
said.

Today lost chance
for election sign-up
Today is the deadline for
registering to vole in the Nov 7
election.
The Wood County Board of
Elections. 500 Lehman Ave . will be
open today from 8:30 a.m. to noon
and 1-4 p.m.
Students registered to vote in Wood
County but who have changed
addresses since registering must also
report this change to the board by
today
Students can register here to vote
in Wood County or in their home
counties
GREG JACKSON, director of the
campus Office of Voter Facilitation,
reminded any student planning to
vote bv absentee ballot to send the

request lor an application tor an
absentee ballot to his local board as
soon as possible.
A table containing request forms
and addresses of all Ohio county
boards of elections is located in front
of the Office of Voter Facilitation,
325 Williams Hall.
Ohio residents do not need to
notarize applications for an absentee
ballot. Jackson said Ohio nonresidents should have applications
notarized because requirements vary
from stale to state
Notary publics are available in the
Office of Voter Facilitation from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Saturday Telephone number is 3722047

Opinion

Tax issue 'urgent'
Today is the last day for citizens of Ohio to register in order to vote in
the November election. It is a special opportunity this year for college
students, since most of them have never before been eligible. I personally
urge each member of our University community to take the important
step of registration in order to exercise in just a few weeks one of the
most important rights of the American citizen.
Most of the attention has been focused on the presidential election. To
be sure, this is reason enough to regiiter But there is another issue
which I want to call to your special attention-a referendum which is extremely important. It is the question of repealing the Ohio state income
tax
It is apparent now that the income tax repeal is virtually certain to appear before the voters of Ohio ia November As the source of almost B%
ol the resources of the state of Ohio ia the next hi—tern, it is obvio—ly a
matter of critical significance. The impact of the decision on this Umvsilv as well as on other aoverswaraUl services caaaot rx exaggerated It
is a matter which dasorvea the aaost carafai aUaatioa of all cttiaaas ia the
state who are ooacomod sweat oaacatioa, wetfare, aavirnamoalal protection. and a variety of sUte services
I believe the ■■mill of locate tax repeal adds extra orfoacy to the
need for all cltfawaa of Pale to vote hi Mn ■ aaaaT. To do so. of coa
quires registration first, ana today is the last day.
HoUlsA
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eprrgRjaLg
aid to israel
Sunday night at a ll.OOO-a-plate Bonds for Israel dinner, Sen
Edward M. Kennedy (D , Mass.) condoned continued military
support to Israel (or aid in her defense against the Arab nations.
Candidates and prominent figures in both parties have been
offering endorsements for aid to Israel ever since the political
campaign season began.
These pledges of military aid are obviously plays for the
sizeable American Jewish vote in November.
In his speech, Sunday, Kennedy pointed out that it is important
for the Soviet Union and the Arab countries to realize that "our
commitment to Israel's freedom is not negotiable."
His words are vaguely reminiscent of similar phrases used to
promote our involvement in Vietnam.
After promises from both parties of "no more Vketnams," it
would appear as if these same parties are advocating starting all
over again a little closer to home.
Military aid in Vietnam began with military advising and
ended with more than 500,000 troops in Southeast Asia.
We feel that all of these promises of aid to Israel are nothing
more than campaign promises designed to get votes.
Military aid to Israel must be discontinued. We cannot add
another Vietnam to our list.
Perhaps if the United States paid more attention to domestic
issues there would be less temptation to get involved in the
disputes of the East.
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poison in hud program
By Nicholas von Hoffman
Al Louis Kipskis. a child of the work
ethic, says that the other day he was
peddling his papers by the entrance to
the I'll) building when he got run off.
The paper Al was peddling is one of his i
own publishing.
It is called "Impact" and it concerns
the internal doings at the Department
of Dousing and Urban Development
where Kipskis works as an FlfA
program analyst
According to Al. George Romney.
the big boss at DUD. came by and
Kipskis gave him a complimentary
copy of "Impact " It was a couple of
minutes after that that the program
analvst was told by a cop to move it.
CONCEIVABLY, the puritanical
Komney might have been angered
about a story in "Impact" charging
that "one of his very high HUD
officials has been cavorting with a
female assistant' all over#(he country
at the taxpayers' expense "
Kipskis says this partying was going
on under the guise of helping with the
emergency rebuilding after hurricane
Camille. If that's so, we can now
understand whv the Pennslyvania flood
victims arc apoplectic over Romney's
and I'UD's failure to help them.

pay for praise
By William F. Buckley Jr.
I note that Mr Mark Spitz has
embarked on a five million dollar
career, as advisor to the American
community on what to eat, wear,
smoke, see and hear.
The Ions et origo of his authority to
counsel us on such matters is that he
can move his body through a given
body of water at approximately one
second ol time less than the runner-up.
who will never be heard Irom again,
whoever he is
It is all quite customary, and
accepted with good nature everywhere
There is going on. in the city I inhabit,
a;blitz these days featuring Mr Joe
DiMaggio
;HE IS RUNNING on about the
interest rate at a local bank Mr
DiMaggio knows about as much about
interest rates as 1 know about
baseball nevermind
One would think, to tudge Irom the
television commercials, that Chel
K'untley is an aeronautical engineer,
whose career was briefly interrupted
by NBC. Never mind
.At the national convention in Miami,
a. liberal academician given to
uninhibited thought leaned over to the
moderator of a national news program
Who introduced a forthcoming
commercial by personally endorsing
U>e product, and said: "Why do you do
it?"
"Because." he whispered, "they
msist on it." "Try saying no." said the
professor. I doubt that he will bother to
try saying no: the producers would not
lake no for an answer.
: It it all deplorable, and faintly

dishonorable. I suppose, though it is
quite generally excused, except by the
most rigid keepers of the public
probity.
AN EXCLUSIVE club in New York
City is reputed to have denied
membership to an industrialist who
innocently posed with a bottle of brand
whiskey
in his hand in an
advertisement in which he was
identified as a Man of Distinction,
enticed to do so by a procurer who
promised
in return everlasting
patronage for the Red Cross, or the
Boy Scouts, or whoever
But the stigma, like the Scarlet
Letter, is evanescing, and no doubt
belore long the gentleman in question,
who has since departed this vale ol
tears, will be elected to honorary,
posthumous membership in the
gentleman's club
There is another problem, whose
tentacles have choked me It has to do
with what is permissible in the way of
gratitude
We all express our complaints
(though not as often as we should) But
how. publicly, to express our
enthusiasms''
A YEAR OR so ago. freshly arrived
in Switzerland. I pulled out the electric
portable typewriter 1 bought 10 years
ago to keep there, plugged it in to the
alien current apprehensively as 1 do at
the beginning of every season, but it
jumped to life, performing with the
precision of a Saturn rocket
Impulsively I sat down and typed out
a letter to the manufacturer: "Dear

Sir: 1 have owned one of your
typewriters, model so and so. for 10
years.
"It has given me absolutely faultless
service. You have reason to be very
proud of your product. You may use
this testimonial in any way you see fit
Yours truly. W.F.B."
1 never heard again from the
typewriting company No doubt the
clerk put the letter in the crank mail
box
On the other hand, perhaps it was
pondered and the decision arrived at
that no unbought endorsements are
worth having No doubt the company
will one day publicize an endorsement
ol its typewriters by Muhammad Ali.
THE LAST sounds invidious and is
not meant to be But it would be good to
be able to speak one's mind
uninhibitedly about the pleasures of
certain goods of this world, and as a
devoted consumer of them. I would
love to hear the unbought opinions of
others, on everything from cars that
actually stand up (is there such a
thing'i. to television models that do
not require maintenance
The governing ethics as I say are
vague on the subject, and it is so widely
suggested that one does only what one
is paid to do. I doubt one can safely
really buck the problem
One day I may try it: writing, say. a
tribute to fine airline service, or to a
ball point pen 1 have discovered the
world's best). or to a reference book.
But it isn't safe, and one cannot live
dangerously in every field.

The rest of us, who are lucky enough
not to need help from this most
incompetent of all government
departments, ought to be pleased that
there are two people in that
organization who are capable of
planning, coordinating and executing
an assignation.
The same issue of "Impact" carries
a story about little children being
poisoned by eating lead-based paint
and what DUD hasn't done about it
In January. 1972. Congress passed a
law instructing PUD to go after the
problem and report back within a year
Still no report.
AT THE HEARINGS on this bill, an
Administration spokesman conceded
that "this man-made disease exists in
epidemic proportions in many
cities...silently, almost unnoticed, it
causes the needless death of many
children and leaves many more with
mental retardation, cerebral palsy,
convulsive
seizures,
blindness,
learning defects, behavioral disorders,
kidney diseases, and perhaps other
handicaps."
Children aged one through three eat
most of the leaden paint chips, in their
tenement homes, and die at the rate ol
200 a year
Another estimated 12.000 to 16,000
are poisoned, half of whom are left
mentally retarded. These will need
something in the order of a quarter ol a
million dollars in special medical
services during their lifetimes.
So it could be argued that lead
poisoning indirectly stimulates the
economy, creates jobs and should,
therefore, be encouraged as "Impact"
seems to think DUD is doing
Another explanation is that Romney
himself may be a victim of lead
poisoning. Not that his Democratic
predecessor was any great shakes
THE HISTORY of this department is
a succession of scandals, pilot
projects.
corruption
and
demonstration
grants
There
is.
however, something particularly
pathetic and impotently circular about
PUD'snonfeasanceon lead poisoning
PUD commissioned the Bureau of
Standards to do a half-million-dollar
study on how to get rid of the lead paint
in the old slum buildings which PUD
was supposed to have torn down years
ago.
"The work the Bureau did was
embodied in 18 manuals." says a
depressed PUD paint expert, "and it
was well done, if we are looking for
wordage. but not if we're looking for a
practical way to remove lead-based
paints."
But another DUD expert says that
going in and stripping the paint off
would be enormously expensive.
"Yo» see. it's really not just the
paint." he said "What are you going to
do about the plumbing? The plumbing's
leaking and that makes the paint peel
and then the children eat the chips."
On the bright side is the fact that
most of the children aren't killed by
the lead; they are merely braindamaged, thus fitting them for the
dull, repetitive and dirty jobs we're
told most people won't take today.
IT MAY BE that lead poisoning will
keep America supplied with shortorder cooks and PUD off icials.
Meanwhile. Al Ripskis and the PUD
work-ethic underground continue the
fight to force their bosses to get something done. It's chancy.

The man who had been putting out a
PUD expose sheet before Al was
dispatched to do a study of the Alaska
State Dousing Authority.
It was this act of banishment that
prompted Ripskis to break with official
HUD policy and try to get some work
done
"Impact" is hardly a professionally
done job but it does give you a rare look
at the inside of a demoralized.

leaderless and corrupt department of
government
(Subscriptions are 15 00. care of
Impact". Suite 303. 2605 39th Street
N.W.. Washington. DC 20009 They
will keep your name secret if you work

for the government. I
Dow long Al will be with DUD is a
guessing matter, but he says. "There
haven't been any reprisals yet, and if
they do send me to Guam, it won't be
till after the elections "
■ »»1 SeejMet.iMtyieli.il

secret 'secret plan'
In 1968 Richard Nixon got a lot of
mileage out of his "secret plan to end
the War in Vietnam " As you no doubt
remember, the plan had to be kept
secret because he claimed that it
wouldn't be fair to reveal it while
Lyndon Johnson was still in office
In
his
ubiquitous television
commercials he repeated again and
again. "And I promise you, my fellow
Americans, we will have an end to the
War in Vietnam."
Since his election, it has become
painfully obvious not only that Nixon
didn't have a plan to end the war. but
that he apparently is confident that the
public is willing to forget his
preposterous promises.
SINCE HE took office, 1, and others
like me. have been drafted, trained,
sent to Vietnam, returned
and
discharged
Still the war continues, with daily

bombing raids in the North, while a
corrupt government crumbles in the
South
As we stumble down the Orwellian
path to totalitarianism, we hear
soothing and comfortable words from
the likes of Spiro Agnew and Melvin
Laird, telling us that it's all right.
Things will be better when the
United States becomes a giant
corporation with some two hundred
million yesmen.
In an attempt to do something to halt
the corporation juggernaut, and soothe
our consciences, the Vietnam Veterans
Against the War are holding an
organizational meeting tonight at 8
p.m. in 113 Psychology Building
All veterans from all branches, with
or without Vietnam service, are
invited to attend.
Stephen Hathaway
Graduate Assistant, English

only vocal minority
SUBJECT: Homecoming Queen
Your recent editorial must spark a
response from me as a concerned
student, as well as SBO President
First of all. the News was covering
the committee meeting when it was
decided that a petition would be
accepted from a student interest group
supporting
the "traditional
Pomecoming concept.''
Why then didn't The News see fit to
try to evoke an opposite petition
campaign? Could it be that there is
only a vocal minority on this campus
who oppose the "traditional" type
concept? If not. then why didn't they
make their voices heard?
Secondly. I feel that it is unfair to
criticize that committee for retaining
the idea of a "Queen and her Court".

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300
words
typewritten
We ask that
columns be no more than tour typed
pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limits or with respect to the laws ot
libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the
authors name address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor
co The BO News. 106
L'niversitv Pall

It is obvious that the committee
could see no other apparent opposition
which even came close to Ike
magnitude of either the petition or the
questionnaire. Therefore, it was tneir
responsibility to make a "traditional"
decision.
IP THEY HAD done otherwise, they
would have betrayed all students'
interests on this campus, even those
who were against the final decision.
Therefore, I must commend the
committee for making a decision
which they knew in advance would be
met with active criticism. (I hope that
all committees can act as judiciously
as this one has.)
Finally, I wish to make it well known
that I am hereby instructing the
Elections and Opinions Board of SBO
to run a referendum concurrent with
the selection of the Queen and her
Court.
The referendum will be decisive in
its formation of opinion, only if all
concerned take advantage of the
opportunity to constructively voice
their opinion.
Also, the Board is instructed to place
this question on the ballot during the
SBO general elections late in winter
quarter of 1973.
The Elections and Opinion Board
shall determine the substance of the
referendum.
Be it noted that these opinions are
not necessarily those of the Student
Body Organization.
Jeff Sherman
President. Student Body Organization

Tuesday, OttaW 10, 1972,Th*aGN«wi/Poa^3

3 comm/ffees /n early stages
Studies into the possibility
of initiating further University programs in health,
technology and communication are still in the preliminary stages.
Three exploratory committees, appointed last
winter to study the
programs, were directed to
complete general reports in
their subject areas by
March 3.1972
However, seven months
after the deadline all three
committees still must release numerous reports and
meet the approval of various

committees before any new
programs can be established.
Kathy Wickham of the
provost's office explained
the procedure the University
must follow before it can
fund new programs
The three-member exploratory
committees are
under the guidance of the
Academic Development and
Evaluation
Committee
lADEC).
The committees, make a
general report to ADEC.
slating whether there is "a
need or desire" for an

on-campus program in their
particular subject areas
If the exploratory committee believes further investigation is warranted. ADEC
investigates the findings of
the exploratory report
If ADEC agrees more research should be conducted
in the area, it asks Academic Council to form a
Program
Development
Evaluation
Committee
(PDEC1
AFTER PDEC has done
specific research in the
area, it sends a proposal to

ADEC If approved at that
level, it then must go to Academic Council.
Once the proposal has
cleared that hurdle, it must
be approved and funded by
the University Board of
Trustees. It is then a University program
The allied health proposal
is the farthest along the
bureaucratic route
The general report to
ADEC was made and approved, and discussed by
Academic Council at a
meeting last Tuesday However. Academic Council has

newsnoTes
Space satellites
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon announced yesterday that the
United States will provide other
countries, including Communist
China, with assistance in launching
space satellites for peaceful use.
A spokesman for the National
Security Council told newsmen at a
White House briefing the program
will be available to all countries "as
long as each launching is for peaceful
purposes "
In the past, the United States
provided such assistance only to
several European countries, all of
whom are members of the European
Space Conference

U.S. troops
SAIGON (AP) - U.S. troop strength
in Vietnam dropped by 700 men to
35.200 last week, the US Command
announced yesterday.
President Nixon has announced he
will reduce U.S. troop strength in
Vietnam to 27.000 by Dec. 1.
The figures do not include some
100.000
American
Servicemen

participating in the Indochina war
from bases in Guam and Thailand
and ships off the Vietnamese coast
In addition to the American forces,
there are some 38.000 South Korean
troops in South Vietnam Their
number decreased by 1,200 last week
South Korea has announced all its
troops will be out by June 1973

Growth rate
WASHINGTON (API - World Bank
projections indicate that the earth's
population will grow about fourfold to
15.3 billion over the next century if
the present pace continues
Of this total, some 13 3 billion-or 87
per cent-will reside in what are now
considered to be the developing
countries. In mid-1970. the statistics
show, inhabitants of the developing
countries comprised 56 per cent of
the total

Martial law
NEW YORK (AP>
President
Ferdinand E.
Marcos of the
Philippines says he hopes that
elections can be held, a new
constitution ratified and martial law

ended in his country by the end of
1973.
Marcos, interviewed via satellite
from Manila on NBC-TV's "Meet the
Press," said Sunday that a full-scale
Communist "rebellion" was under
way in his country
Martial law was imposed because
of this threat, he said, but it will also
enable the nation to implement
needed land and tax reforms and
community development to close the
gap between the rich and poor

Army command
WASHINGTON i AP) - Secretary of
the Army Robert F. Froehlke
yesterday signaled an impending
streamlining of the Army's command
structure, the first in 10 years.
Other officials said final decisions
are expected by late this month.
The reorganization will affect the
Army's command structure in the
United States, but not overseas
Froehlke gave no details, but Army
sources said the plan generally
contemplates reducing the layers of
command
between
Army
headquarters in Washington and base
commanders, with greater authority
for base commanders.

not yet approved the measure
The exploratory committee on technology has
decided in its general report
that there is a need and
desire to continue investigation of establishing further programs in technology
WICKHAM WOULD not
say what information was
contained in the general
report because she said its
release would not be helpful
at this time
"We're waiting on
information from outside
sources that could influence
ADEC's decision to continue
studv in that field." she
said
The third exploratory
committee.
communications, has not yet turned in
its general report to ADEC
Thomas Kinney. professor
of F.nglish and chairman of
the committee, said the
group didn't meet during the
summer, and had made
" little progress"

NMNpMBkyfMJ
'Bora treat, gray light, oh Lord it was a cold night...' --Haetwood Mac

Chairmen to seek voice
The Council of Chairmen,
a committee composed of
University department
head*, will seek to gain
more influence in University
policy-making this year
Dr William R Hock,
committee chairman and
head of (he history
department,
said the
purpose of (he group is to
provide departmen( heads
with the opportunity to
discuss and possibly
influence policy decisions
which
affect
their
departments
Dr. Rock said the
committee was formed last
winter because the
chairmen
were finding
themselves in the position of

executing policies which
they had not helped to make
THE
GROUP
was
organized as an ad hoc
committee
under
the
College of Arts and
Sciences, but has since
expanded
to
include
chairmen in all (he colleges
The council is particularly
concerned with budgc(s
Many chairmen believe
their budgets are not in step
wi(h the growth ol (heir

deparlmenls, Dr Km k said
The council also will seek
more information from the
administration concerning

the MIH1II1.II Achievement

■ Man i MAI'i, a program
which would enable sludenls
(o obtain degrees in three
years instead ol lour
THE CHAIRMEN wish (o
know more about the
organization and structure
ol such a plan, he said
Acting
ProVOSl
l>r
Michael Ferrari will meet

with the committee on tne
third Wednesday ol every
month in an attempt to
improve
administrationlaciillv com munic.il ions
"We want lo make a
positive contribution, not a
negative
one
We're
definitely nol out to get
anyone or
overthrow
anybody
We're simply
frustrated because we have
no voice in the decisionmaking process.'' Dr. Rock
said

BGSU SKATING CLUB
Tuesday, Oct. 10
at Ice Arena

Budget cut alters BSU plans
Although black enrollment
this year is up by almost 400
students, the Black Student
Union (BSU) will be
operating with a budget $500
smaller than last year's
George Miller, legal
advisor for the BSU. said
because of a cut budget, the
organization must redesign
its program to meet the
needs of the blacks on
campus.
Miller said he was
shocked when he first

received the budget figures
for the year He said an
administrator had assured
him the BSU budget for the
1972-73 year would not be
cut, and might be allotted up
to about $7,500

ID validation

An
administration
spokesman explained that
the whole University had
experienced
tremendous
budget cuts this year The
Student Activities budget

release date
to be delayed

However,
total appropriation for the 1972-73 year
was finally set at $4,000
Miller explained that this
figure was just $7.75 more
than the actual expenditures
for the BSU during the 197172 fiscal year.

3 day Special
Tues., Wed., Thuts.

Have your purse monogramed

FREE

NEW MEMBERS WELCOME

PHI KAPPA TAU
RUSH OPEN HOUSE
TONIGHT- 7-9 p.m.

I 7 initials only!

Vinyls, suedes canvas

The Powder Puff
West of McDonald - Across from U.C.F.

SI**
Imafl** 10 days ol Tyrotaan
Skung in KflrtXJha*.
Inntlyuck. Mayrnoton. and
all of it at no coat lo you1
AH you naed do m satt lour
of your sk> buddtaa on thn
•»citmg toow-vanture.
and you go frao (or, shoukJ
you prafat. you can receive
a generous cash commission) But you must act
now as space ts limited The
first top leave* at Chnstmai
For furtha* details wnta
P O Box 839S Salt Like
City. Utah 84108
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EARRING SPECIAL'
Buy 2 pair of earrings &
receive 1 pair FREE.
- 3 pair for the price of 2
- We also carry -

- Backpacks
- Pipes
- Papers

- Windchimes
- Indian Gifts
- Bedspreads
ZEN
llormtrtf Purp/t Mutfirooml

(9041. WoMtar
ocreti from Kohl
nail to T.O.'t)

<**

explained each student here
will
find individual
attention.
Jones said the black
students are the key to the
BSU political force
I'e
added (he organization is
trying to be of greater
assistance to all black
students

out selection ol leathers.

<*vI ZEN-5^
c^.

Mon (n

Fiet
Monogiatfiing

I'e said the organization
now has 15 committees
working on programs and
projects for this academic
year, but these committees
are still in the planning
stages
Miller said the BSU will
try to me?t (he needs of each
individual and group I'e

7 p.m.
8-10 p.m.

When you purchase a bag liom

Verification cards to be
used with student ID s will
nol be ready by Oct 15, as
originally planned
Tom Bamburowski. a
spokesman
for
the
registrar's office,
said
distribution problems have
set back the date when the
new cards would go into
effect A new date will be
announced later, he said
Because many off-campus
students have not notified
the University of their local
addresses.
Bamburowski
said the new cards would
either be sent to home town
addresses, or be placed a(
distribution
points on
campus.

•BIBBBBBSI

cut
was
divided
proportionally among the
organizations under its
supervision, including the
BSU
MILLER SAID the I1S1
wants to sponsor more
programs this year thai arc
particularly relevant to the
black community

Meeting
Skating

NOONS 00

tyfrt^£

inglish Leather,
ispecially if your
ommate wears lipstickJ
If you're sharing your pad with
a groovy gal who gives you
English Leather., you're well
on your way to a liberal
education.
Maybe she's trying to educate
you that English Leather's
fresh, clean, honest smell gets
to her. And cheap perfumy stuff
turns her off. On the other
hand, if you're
not so lucky,
maybe a little
English Leather
would help.
It couldn't hurt.

Love tap.
From one beer lover to another.

»o»e 4/Tha BG News, Tunsday, Octobar 10. 1972

Klan 'patron cards' replace pageantry
from page 1
The
Klan
occasionally
scatters
leaflets
in
neighborhoods •! night and
shopping centers during the
day.
sometimes
placing
leaflets on windshields of
cars at ISAAC!' meetings
according to police
In addition to the standard
lair of white supremacy
Klansmen
and
women
distribute patriotic green

and black bumper stickers,
racist joke cards and pens
that say United Klans ol
America.
Box
426
(ireenwood.
Ind
-the
Official mailing address
On their way out of
taverns, restaurants or gas
stations.
Klansmen
may
drop a
patron card. '
picturing
a
hooded
Klansman on a charger
The
hour
is
late
Darkness
is
all

Kappa Delta Sorority
wishes to congratulate
our sisters who are
engaged

Brenda Elsass
Kay Hertenstein

around Don t be half a
man join the Klan." are
sales pitches on reams of
Klan literature collected by
The Associated Press
OTHER
literature
instructs white students to
organize a fighting corps"
to combat black bullies."
The Klan promises young
members
robes
and
literature about
white
supremacy "
Leaflets
promise they will be trained
in Karate and manual self
ilelcnse and martial arts and
receive
military lectures
and instructions relative lo
held work
•Why (ear black gang
assaults in school halls or
outside any
longer''" a
pamphlet
asks
"II
the
school will not. or cannot
protect you. then protect
yourselves, organize, train.

prepare and then, strike
back
against
black
terrorists."'
The Klan was an old hand
at politics in the 1920s when
it openly elected a governor,
senators and numerous state
and local officials But today
it dares not openly identify
with any of its endorsed
candidates, except Alabama
tiov
George Wallace in
MM
"At this point it might do
candidates more harm than
good,
until
people
and
politicians have more guts."
Chaney believes. He claims
the Klan has helped elect "a
few local politicians" and is
campaigning
in
the
November election
Robert
Green,
an
Indianapolis laborer who
serves as Chaney's body
guard and the Klans music
director, says. "Politicians

BOOK'S BIKE SHOP
SERVICE

SALtS

Debbie Hickel

are patting the nigger so
much on the back...they let
the nigger do anything and
the white man is getting to
be what the nigger was 100
years ago...we need strong
leaders."
MANY KLANSMEN find
the American Independent
Party (AIPl most suited to
their
beliefs.
Several
Indiana
Klansmen
were
delegates
to
the
AlP
convention last month in
Louisville.
But Chaney pragmatically
says the AIP "doesn't stand
a chance this year" and
recommends Klansmen vote
for Nixon "A vote for the
AIP at this time is like a

Mm

STARTING

Angel Flight

Oct. 11 - MENS
Oct. 16-WOMENS
Oct. 10-COUPLES
Man's Intaicoilegiate
Tiaveling learn sign
up in U AO oft ice

Sophomore girls only

Pre-rush Roller Skating

IjyOct 12

ALL LEAGUES BEGIN AT 6:30 P.M.
IN THE BUCKEYE ROOM OF
THE UNIVERSITY UNION
SIGN UP IN UAO OFFICE,
3rd FLOOR OF UNION

PARTY
Oct. 12

7:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Look foi flyers in your dorms
lor more information

Liberties Union tlCLUllong anathema to the Klan
for its liberal posture-has
been called upon to defend
the Klan's First Amendment
rights of free speech and
assembly
Last
year
the
ICLU
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brought suit against a lastmlnute
injunction
prohibiting a Klan rally in
Boonville
The
U.S.
Supreme Court refused to
quash the Injunction.
Indianapolis shows other
signs of increased Klan
activity Small black and
silver
signs
reading
TWAK'-Trade
With
A
Klansman-appear here and
there in small blue-collar
neighborhood taverns and
stores
The Klan plans to open its
first public Indiana office
this month on Indianapolis'
south side Chaney says the
Klan will have a listed
telephone number for the
first time

Birr TODAY the Klan
isn't
timid
about
reservations. This year it
has held at least tour
Indianapolis meetings at
Holiday Inns-the last on
Aug 6 in the Pendleton Pike
area.
Even the Indiana Civil

<•>

V-rftaped fieldWBrk.
65 Imlt.lon.

M

«-»— -~ -——

102W.POE

for and against candldatesand go door to door without
identifying themselves as
Klansmen.
Another indication of the
Klans drift to the middle In
terms of technique is Its
reservation at Holiday Inns

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1}
15

BOWLING LEAGUES

for meetings. Two years ago
the Klan made reservations
In the name of UKA-United
Kennel Association.

1

11

UAO

vote
tor
Democratic
presidential
nominee
George
McOovern."
he
warns.
If McOovern is elected.
Chaney predicts "In two
years we'll have fighting in
the streets between blacks
and whites."
The Klan forms political
action
and
education
committees which conduct
grass
roots campaigns,
distribute
literature -both
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CLaSSIFIED
CAMPUS CALENDAR
Tue»lay Oct 10.1971
ATTENTION AU, SPEECH * HEARING MAJORS
National Student Speech 4 Hearlni A«»x- iSlgma Alpha
Etai scheduled (or 7pm. Oct 11 baa been cancelled A new
meellne. lime will be announced later
University Karate Club. 7pm, Student Service. Forum
Stock Market Club. 7 30pm. Calital Room. Union Stock
Uame .tart.. Due. collected
Young SorlallW. tor Jennejs and Pulley meet 7 30pm. 301
Uaye.
Active Christian. Today. 7-apm. Faculty Lounge. Unfcn
Mythopoetic Society. 7 30 pm. University Lutheran
Chapel

LOST

Truck On Down To
The Bank Off Wood County
For Your Free Funky T-Shirt
Open a checking account with a deposit of $100 or more and we'll give you
a coupon for a free Funky T-Shirt, complete with the custom printing of your
choice. Then, just drop over to the D.J. Shirt Shack, The Traditional Den,
Oxford House Clothiers or to T. O.'s Campus Corners ... pick out the T-Shirt
you like ... and tell "em how you want it printed. Printing available includes
novelty transfers, any combination of Greek letters, fraternity or sorority
crests, or any combination of 8 letters so you can say what you want . . . the
way you want! If you'd rather, your coupon may be applied to any purchase in
the store . . it's worth $2.60. Open your checking account now. Offer ends
Saturday, October 21st.

Bank Of Wood County
trm. Mat affici IN S HafMmtftr tffc. OS t WNSIH • Ntrtk Uttasn 2M II IHa«Nrmtar| ill
Member F.O.I.C.

needed Call 372-7796

Jreen check wool cap-great
tenttmental value • Mike 2•061

Wanted-Hute Instructor lor
beginning pupil Reasonable
rate Call 372-1313

Small, gold locket, initials
KAK REWARD 247S5

Rock drummer wanted call
372-1913 or 3721984

RIDES
Ride needed to O U Oct 13
Karen 352-4341
Ride needed to Ann Arbor
Friday Oct 13 352-7043

SAM B'S IS OPEN FOR
LUNCH 11 1pm
Dlal-a-Dialogue
Anyone
interested in music o( the
50's and forming an
asaocialion-call 2-3298
Do your Christmas shopping
early al Pager Studio s
Weekly Earnings. Male and
female
Blood Plasma
Donor Center 410 Monroe St
Toledo. Ohio hrs Mon-Fril5. Open Thurs nites till 9pm
Ph 255-3535
Dial-a-Dialogue Interested
in Astrology Tarrot cards.
Mysticism. Occult" S52-78S3
Reni-A-Car from Peru. Call
352 oar

SERVICES OFFERED

UAO Euchre Tournament
- Thursday Oct 12. 7-10pm.
Ohio Suite. 26 cents per
person Sign up UAO
office. 3rd Moor Union - we'll
(ind you a partner i( you
need one

Service on all electronic
componenu, TV. etc RJ's
Appliance. 301 S Main. All
service guaranteed

I'ul a Dialogue Something
to share" To leach, Want 10
acquire a skill" Phone 22256 we re help

Will do baby sitting in my
home 352-0886

Alpha Gam Pledges Free
lessons in grill starling'
Thanks for the great
txeaklast The Actives

HELP WANTED
Part-time help needed Must
have Automobile Club
experience in domestic &
worM wide travel. Contact
Wood County Auto Club 414
E Wooeter

MORTON al the Worlilni
Hand Craft Center 515
Conneaui MHM

AUTO REPAIR all makes.
spec in VW. reasonable
prices, free pic up L del
Lyric Auto 478-2274
PERSONALS

Help wanted female
waitresses fail or pan lime
Apply in person between 23pm, Lum'. Restaurant

INTERESTED
IN
SERVICE" Alpha
Phi
Omega information night
tomorrow 7 torn Faculty
Lounge Union

Baby sitter needed Wed.
mornings 9 12 30
Car

CUSTOM
WEDDING
RINGS by PHILLIP

Angel Flight Pre-Rush
Roller Skating Party sophomore girls only - Oct
12. 7 9pm rides available
Look (or flyers in dorms
UNcomlng Is coming
The Brothers of Phi Kappa
Tau wish to congratulate
MUo and Judy. Larry and
Rabin on their PhiTau-DZ
engagements Best wishes
lor the future

Senior.,
make vour
appointment (or your senior
portrait now Call the KEY
o((lce 372-0086
Congratulations Crenda on
your lavaliering
your
sisters in KD
Ralph - Congrats on pledging
- Vive la Theta Chi' Love
Steve* Susie
BEST WISHES DOTTY A
DAN
ON
YOUR
ENGAGEMENT LOVE
YOU BOTH. PING
FOR SALE OR RENT
Mens 24" 3 speed bike good
cond HO call 352-5465
Scuba equipment
Good
condition Call 352-7100
1971 MacGregor. tourney
alumn shaft goll clubs, lefthanded Irons 3-9. woods 1-4.
ball retriever. Wilson bag.
putter 1125 Phone 362-7471
after 6 pm
48 Suzuki 8325 excell cond
call 353-0077
RCA stereo system
1 modular series 1 50 watt
amp and receiver, turntable
2 speakers Wood grain
linish in good condition. Cost
1208 new - will sell lor best
oiler Call Rick al 288-5475
ader 6pm
Guitar - excellent cond 50
percent Call35+6042
•-track stereo tapes KM
each Call 364-1135 weekdays
lor catalog or 372-0286
Converted refrlg set up for
'it's keg will hold up to 24
gal. Used color TV set Call
361-7176 after 9pm
Ideal mascot talking parrot
blue 1 gold macaw with
stand 352-0540

Zenilh 19 port B*W TV 2
Its old Call jlii-r 5pm 352

MN
1949 Mi ill 1.1 good condition
besto(fer (all352-4490
TOCamero. Y-8. auto, power
steering, radio Musi sell
3524092
1968 Opel eicellent gas
milage, need money call
372-3781
49 MGB excellent 655 3091
day. 352-0944 nights
89 Mallbu 2 dr hrdtp 4
speed, pr-steer. bucket
seats, small 350 Call 3526296 alter 5pm
1964 Chevy Corvair van
Good running order
Insulated, mags, new lire.
The Hutch Pet Shop 521 S
Prospect 354-9603
Apt (or rent Varsity Square
I bedrm $130 a mo lum
Call 352-5332
F rmate. Prefer no
smoking. 201 S College 3540744 352-5457
I female rmate needed (or 2
bedroom Campus Manor
Apt Call 352-5550
I V rmte in I bdrm apt
•67 50 mo Call Lll 352-7413
alter 5
W1NTPROP TERRACE
SOUTH still has an
apartment to (it your needs
Starting Irom 145 mo
Office at WinUirop South
phone 352-9135
GREENVIEW APARTMENTS 1 and 2 br apts 9
and 12 mo leases pool, rec
and laundry rooms, sauna
bath and exercise room Ox
Roast serious but swinging
management 362-1195

Tu..day, OclelMf 10, 197], Th« BO Ntwi Pag> S

Kissinger meets for third day

Peace negotiations accelerate

MwWplW fcy 0*IM J. Pmfcat
,
SfUdy SpOt

Lost in a man of ihNM? Not roaMy. Ray FWnion, Mniot
(AAS), •njoy. Ml wcwmth ond quwl wh J. studying on ih.
Kulpiuro. euttiaa iho Library.

WASHINGTON I API •
Presidential advisor Henry
Kissinger's
Vietnam
negotiations
accelerated
yesterday as he completed
his second day of private
Paris talks with the North
Vietnamese and arranged an
unprecedented third day of
meetings
U S.
officials
in
Washington and
Paris
refused to say whether
progress is being made in
Kissinger's sessions with
Politburo member Le Due
Tho and the chief of the
North
Vietnamese
delegation. XuanThuy
White
Douse press
secretary Ronald Zeigler
said at midafternoon that
the second day of
discussions had
been

Fellowships available
The Danforth Foundation
is offering fellowships to
college students and recent
graduates to study for an
advanced degree in any field
common to the undergraduate liberal arts curriculum
The fellowships are available to all qualified persons
of any race, creed or citizenship, who plan to enter an
accredited US graduate
school in the fall of 1973
Applicants must be under
30 years of age and may not
have undertaken any graduate or professional study
beyond the baccalaureate

In addition, students
receive
dependency
allowances for children and
payments for required tuition and fee charges.

STUDENTS who are
already enrolled in a combined B.A MA. program
are eligible, provided they
have not yet received their
bachelor's degree
The initial award is for
just one year, but is normally renewable for a maximum of four years of graduate study
Fellowships are based on
individual need, but may not
exceed $2,025 for the academic year and J2.700 for
the calendar year for single
persons and $2,200 for the
academic year and $2,950 (or
the calendar year for
married persons

Students may hold other
fellowships
concurrently,
unless the other awards are
also administered by the
Danforth Foundation

will be accepted Tomorrow
is the final registration dale
fortheGRE
Candidates for the fellowships must be nominated
through the University s
liaison office. Or Raymond
Yeager. 404 South Hall
Deadline for nominations is
Nov. 1

APPLICANTS must take
the Graduate Record (examination (GREi aptitude tests
in verbal and quantitative
abilities.
Scores from either the
October or December tests

Alumni funds increase
Donations to the Bowling
Green Alumni Association
appear to be higher this year
than the amount collected in
1971. according to Fred
Ifansen. associate alumni
director
I'.IIIM'II
said almost
$60,000 has been raised IV
is optimistic that this year's
goal of $110,000 will be
reached by the end of
December since the average
size of gifts increases each
year
Complete financial results
will be available in January
The $104,000 raised in 1971
was spent this year, with
$12.000--the largest single
appropriation-going
to
Alumni Merit Scholarships

The
awards
were
established to attract the
nation's most outstanding
students to the University.
Scholarships offering paid
tuition and general fees are
awarded
to
four

(A'[

undergraduates in each of
the four class levels on the
basis of academic standing
and financial need
The Alumni Association
also aids other groups and
organizations on campus

into the

^ SPIRIT OF 76 ^<
Your Freshman Record
isnowavaiableat the
Key Office-310 Student Services

turn's is not against giving a bargain to the students

LUM'S

STADIUM
VIEW

Presents for the Students of B.G.S.U.
Bargain Priced Meals Every Tues., Wed. & Thurs.
compare these specials, even with Limited Menu
restaurants such as Ponderosa and McDonalds

Tuesday Fish & Chips
reg. 99c for only 75c
English Style fish, trench fries, cole slaw and roll (24c off)

Wednesday
'A pound hamburger, french fries and salad (35c off)

regularly $ 1.45 for only $1.10
Thursday
Submarine sandwich, french fries and salad (54c off)

regularly $1.79 for only $1.25
(pliise no substitution!

Our Menu offers the perfect combination of items
ranging from steaks to hot dogs. So for a complete
Dinner or a Snack, we can satisfy your needs
And Remember, we have your favorite brewed beverages
at prices too low to mention
Bud, Falstaft and Mkh on fop; Sfrohs, Miller and Pabsl in bottle

completed and "they will
meet a third day "
THE KISSINGER party
plans to return to
Washington tonight, Ziegler
said Me would give no

Moore to talk
on income tax
repeal issue
University President
Mollis A Moore Jr. will
speak on the stale income
tax repeal issue Thursday at
630 p m in the Grand
Ballroom
Dr Moore will address the
Northwest Kegion of Ihe
Ohio
School
Board
Association at its 25th
annual meeting
In his September 26
speech to the faculty. Dr.
Moore said the University
would face financial trouble
if the income tax were
repealed
I'e said that uut of the $5 5
billion in state revenues
anticipated over the next
biennium. as much as f 1 4
billion could be lost if the
income tax were repealed

details on substance of the
talks
But it was clear that the
tempo of the negotiations
had been stepped up, and
there were indications the
focus now was on the
makeup of the Saigon
government after the war
ends
Never
before
in
Kissinger's
three-year
series of 10 secret trips to
the French capital have the
talks lasted three days All
but the immediately
preceeding session-on Sept
26-27-lasted only one day
When Kissinger flew to

Paris during the weekend,
he was accompanied for the
first time by his top aide.
Maj Gen Alexander M
Paig Jr., who returned last
Wednesday from four days
of meetings in Saigon with
President Nguyen Van Thieu
and other South Vietnamese
leaders.
HAIG'S TRIP to Saigon
had prompted reports that
Thieu would step down to
clear
the way
for
establishment of a coalition
government in South
Vietnam The White I'ouse
dismissed the reports .is
speculative

Medical science expert
to lecture here Thurs.
"Art and Medicine,'' a
lecture by Dr. Liverato J.A.
DiDio. will be presented
Thursday, at 8 p.m. in 112
Life Sciences Bldg
Dr DiDio is chairman and
professor of the anatomy
department at the Medical
College of Uhio and adjunct
professor of biology here
and at the University of
Toledo
l'e has published 105
papers and two books. "The
'Sphincters' of the Digestive

System'' and "Synopsis ol
Anatomy."
Dr. DiDio is honorary
president ol the Pan
American Association ol
Anatomy and was named
Outstanding Kducator ol
America for 1971
I'is
research fields
include
surgical anatomy and fine
structure
The lecture, sponsored by
Sigma Xi. a bmlog\
honorary, is free and open to
the public

B.G.S.U.

The Communists have
publicly proposed that an
interim tripartite government be set up in Saigon,
with Thieu resigning The
United States has publicly
rejected the proposal, and
Z.iegler said yesterday "I
have no new statement of
policy to give you

500 tickets left
for Carlin show
Only 500 tickets are
available
for
George
Carlin's performance next
Sunday according to Chris
McCracken, coordinator for
cultural affairs
Tickets for the show are
available at 405 Student
Services Bldg Admission is
$2
The show, sponsored by
Cultural Boost, will begin at
» p m
in the Grand
Ballroom. Union

Dll.I- JEWELERS
Hi
■"1
BOWTIINS

•

presents

Engagement Rings

SPORTS
CAR
CLUB
First meeting Tuesday, October 10 at 8:00
PM in the Black & White Lounge on Bromfield's first floor. All that is needed is an
interest in cars. Club features gymkhanas &
rallies.

•■

GMIN. OHIO

Hundreds ol
Styles to Choose From
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Falcons finally launch Rockets

TU's good thing' no more
By Daa Caueday
Aitittaal Sporti Editor
TOLEDO-All good things musl
come to an end. and nobody knows
better than University of Toledo
football roach Jack Murphy
Murphy, who witnessed the end of
two winning streaks earlier this
season IS straight MidAmerican
Conference triumphs and 35
consecutive victories overall-lost
another Saturday night
»—#e###eeeeee#»»##eee—##*#»##<

The MAC
BOWLING (.!(i:i:\
Western Michigan
Kenl Stale
Ohm
Miami
Toledo

WI.T
2 0 1
' ° '
I I 0
I I 0
0 1 0
0 2 0

Saturday
BOWLING GKKKN 19. Toledo 8
Western 13. Kent 12
Ohio 28. Cincinnati 14
Miami 22. Marshall 7

»**»»«

»**»*»*»»»**»*»**•

A streak of 17 straight wins at
home came to an abrupt halt as
league-leading Bowling Green
defused the Rockets. 19-8. before a
record Glass Bowl crowd of 22,109
It was BG'l first win over Til since
1966
Toledo (2-3.0-21 MAC champ the
last three years, is now virtually
eliminated from the race BG 13-0-1.
2-0-11 kept its half-game lead over
Western Michigan, which edged
Kent State.
13-12. Saturday
afternoon at Kenl.

THE ROCKETS rallied in the last
quarter, but ironically fell victim to
mistakes-something past Toledo
teams didn't make The mistakes
probably cost the Kockets what
little chance they had of winning
In the first half, an impressive
K,ill mi offense covered for an inepl
second half performance that
produced only three points
Toledo hit as well as any team
we've played.''
an obviously
drained but gracious Falcon coach
Don Nehlen said after his first
victory against the Rockets in five
tries "It was a typical emotional
football
game conducive to
mistakes
IN FACT. THE contest was
marked
more by near-miss
receptions and
near-miss
interceptions by both teams that
kept alive or stalled key drives,
than by actual fumbles and
interceptions that could have turned
the game around
Neither Nehlen or Murphy said
the game was won on breaks,
however
The one big break BG took
advantage of was a first half
offensive assault that resulted in a
1H-0 intermission lead Quarterback
Reid Lamport, who went all the way
for the first time this season.
completed three of six passes in the
first half, but the big one was a 39yard touchdown strike to split end
Roger Wallace in the first series for
a quick 7-0 lead
FULLBACK PHIL I'olak and
tailback Paul Miles carried the
team the rest of the way. totaling

209 of BG's 251 yards rushing for the
game
Polak ran for 101 yards in 21
carries and set up the Falcons'
second Tl) on a 23-yard draw play in
the second quarter
Miles, who ran two yards to score
the touchdown Polak set up. had 37
carries in the game lor 108 yards
The 37 carries set a single game
rushing attempts record The old
mark was 36 carries bv Fred Dung
in 1952

Tickets
Student tickets for the Bowling
<;reen-Kent State football opener
Saturday at Perry Field arc now on
sale at the Memorial I 'all ticket
office
Student season tickets, at $3 each.
are available, and will be sold to
holders of temporary or permanent
University IDs
Student individual game tickets
(SI), visiting student tickets i$:ii
and adult general admission tickets
l $51 are also on sale.
Falcon hockey fans may buy
tickets now at Memorial I'.ill for
the IJG-Cleveland Barons exhibition
game at the Ice Arena Oct. 19 are
now on sale in Memorial I'.ill
Tickets are priced at $3 (reserved)
and $1 50 (general admission).
Student hockey IDs will not apply
to the Barons game. All tickets wiii
be sold on a firsl-come first-served
basis
The Memorial I.'all ticket office is
open weekdays from 8 a.m. to noon
and from 1-5 p. m

Miles also become BG's fourthleading career rusher, totaling 1.427
yards after Saturday's game
"I JUST RAN for daylight, the
holes were there." the Paulding
flash said Miles had been held to
less than under 100 yards in the first
three games
The other Falcon who figured in
the scoring was kicker Don Taylor
Taylor missed the conversion after
the second touchdown but he was
two- lor i wo in field goal attempts
Toledo's offensive bright spots
were tailback Joe Schwartz, who
gained 105 of the Rockets' 115 yards
rushing, and Jeff Calabrese. who
scored TU's touchdown in the fourth
quarter.

Falcon tailback Paul Miles broke loot* for hi* best gam* of the.
•oaton, running 108 yards in 37 carriot. He broke the team
rooted T#f PSjSSjS in a f

Go

CALABRESE CAUGHT a Bruce
Arthur pass that deflected off the
hands of BG's Myron Wilson at the
Falcon two-yard line for the easy
score Arthur passed to tight end
Don Seymour for the extra points
Powever. Toledo couldn't score
again and the MAC season was over
early lor coach Murphy
"We've broken about every
streak now I don't know of any
others, he said wryly about his
RodMtf It look* like BG has got It
made now "
Nehlen didn't think the Falcons
had the title locked up after three
games though
I^PSJr^B^Ba^SJTSS^rw Py VppVjajVSJ' #* rVSSSS

"Its ithe race) no different than
before.'' he said "We're just a hair
closer, that's all."

StOp

Falcon lafetyman Gary Seomann mad* one of the many
tackles on TU tailback Jo* Schwarti. Schwarti, a senior cocaptain, ran 105 yards in 24 carries

j Tie Miami. 2-2

Booters frustrated
News Special
OXFORD- Two words can
sum up the feelings of the
Bowling Green soccer team
after its 2-2 tie with Miami.
Saturday-sheer frustration.
After losing to Kent State
in overtime the week before,
the Falcons once again saw
their hopes for victory
vanish in overtime.
It happened in the second
extra period when Miami
salvaged the tie on an 18-foot
shot which trickled past a
confused mass of Falcons
and Redskins and into the
net

►
He—sfcsss b* o—>» >■ roskej
Phil Polak takes breather enroute to rushing
101 yards against Rockets

Barbie Silvers clutches program as Toledo
attempts 11 Ih hour comeback

Even lights went out
Staff Special
TOLEDO-TWO newsmen
were interviewing Rocket
tailback Joe Schwartz in the
somber Toledo dressing
room after Bowling Green
had won. 19-8
In the middle ol a ques
Hon. the lights went out and
didn't come back on lor live
minutes
This never
happened before," said
Schwartz, a senior CO captain who rushed for 105
yards in 24 carries
This
was jusl a bad night lor us
all the way around
"They're a good ball
club." said Schwartz, m reference to Bowling Green
"You can't spot a good team
16 points like that and come
back

BOWLING

GREENS

domination ol the Rockets at
the Glass Bowl continued
Since 1948 a Falcon team has
only lost twice and tied once
there In 1954 Tl beat Bti
38-7. and in 1970 the Rockets
blanked the Falcons. 20-0
The 1968 game ended in a 0-0
tie
Since 1948 BG has had a
10-2-1 record in the Glass
Bowl
Here's an interesting
statistic
In
Bowling
Green's four games the
team has never trailed And
in all three Mid-American
Conference games, the Falcons have yet to be scored

against in the first Ihree
quarters.
Thai's interesting when
you consider Bowling Green
prides itsell on fourth quar
ter toughness Could be the
ilu that hit the team prior to
the Purdue game hurt its
conditioning program

•*•

THE LOSS Saturday
dropped the Rockets under
500 12-31 lor the first time

since

1967 Toledo

now

owns a 51 8-1 record over the
past five seasons, which is
second best in the nation
BG stretched its series lead
over the Rockets to 19-14-4
John Jacquot. an offensive
guard, explained why and
how he smashed into
Toledo's Pete Alsup after
Alsup had called for a faircatdl of an Ed McCoy punt
in the fourth quarter
"I was trucking down
field. ' he said "There was
a guy blocking in front ol
him i Alsup i and the blacker
moved out of the way at the
last minute I just ran right
over him i Alsup i I caught
hell afterwards

The Falcons finally come
home this Saturday for the
first time all season Wing
back Tony Bell put things in
the proper perspective after
Saturday s win
"WE WERE UP for
Purdue and we were up for
Miami and we were up for
this one," he said "But

after awhile you gel tired ol
running all over the slate
You get tired of the booing
every weekend

Wilson made up for the tnufl
by grabbing off a last-ditch
Arthur pass to end the Rockkets hopes of a comeback

Now we play at home
this week, but we go right
back on the road the next
week t.i San Diego This is
the craziest schedule I've
ever seen

"We were in a press
where I was playing undercoverage' on Calabrese." he
said "I was watching the
quarterback I played his
eyes

A lot of people were
especially happy with Paul
Miles 1118 yards in 37 carries
against the Rockets Especially Don Nehlen Thai
iperformance! ought.i keep
the gooney birds t reporters I
from asking me what's
wrong with him
NEHLEN HAS been
deluged with questions the
last couple weeks about why
Miles isn't gaining his usual
100 yards per game
Myron Wilson, who was
named Mr Interception for
an unprecedented fourth
straight week b\
the
coaches, explained what
happened on two key plays
in which he was involved
Wilson was ready to intercept a Bruce Arthur pass in
the fourth quarter but the
ball caromed off his hands
and into Jeff Calabrese's for
TU's only touchdown
"1
- thought about the open field
ahead of me and 1 lost my
concentration." he said

IN THE WANING seconds

"IT'S TOO bad that had to
happen." said Falcon head
coach. Mickey Cochrane
"If was a defensive mixup
on our parl Not getting the
win because of something
like that was pretty deflating
"We are constantly being
stymied by teams that
aren't as good as we are."
he said "There's no question we're belter than
Miami and Kent The breaks
just don't seem to go our
way."
The Redskins had taken an
early lead in the contest on a
goal that bounced off the
post and past goalie Bill
Pevne at 2 28 into the first
half The Falcons, sluggish
in the game's early play.

were now forced to play
catch-up soccer
TWO MINUTES into the
second half. Falcon Norm
Dykes took a corner kick
from Jeff Aingworth and
kicked it in to tie the score
at 1-1
After the remainder of the
second half turned into a
defensive struggle. Warren
Peede temporarily put the
Falcons out in front on a
penalty kick with three
minutes to go in the first
overtime
Powever. the Redskins
were not to be outdone as
they tied the score for the
last time in the second overtime

COCHRANE

advantage over a team that
has a good field like ours.
Cochrane added
COCHRANE ALSO said
the officiating was something less than superb
One bright spot for the
Falcons was Dave In
minski Moved to defense.
Dyminski had an outstanding day keeping the

Redskin offense pretty much
in check
"Wherever Dave plays,
you know we II be strong in
that area.' Cochrane said
Tomorrow, the Falcons
move to Kalamazoo. Mich .
for a game agamM Western
Michigan at 3 30 p m

CITED

several reasons for his
team's less-than-spectacular
performance
One was
in.iuiio.Kich
Cotton
i sprained ankle) and Tim
Davis (sore ribsi both
missed the game and it is
not known when they'll
return
Another reason was the
field
The field was terrible All it is is an upen field
with a path running through
it." said Cochrane "We had
a heck of a time trying to
pass and control the ball because of the ruts.
"A team that practices on
a field like that has a real

You re two hours late
and supper is ruined1 You
can jusl take me over to
Petti s for some homemade ravioli tonite!

ALPINE VILLAGE

rteetau \attte

Guess the number ol Swingltne
Tot staples in the jar.
The |,n is approximately square
-3 x 3 x 4'« Look for the
clue about rol c ap i I.
The Tot 50
is unconditionally guaranteed It staples lacks
mends and costs only 98c suggested retail price at Stai
Variety and College Bookstores
with i 000 staples and vinyl
pouch Swinqlme Cub Desk and
Hand Staplers for $t 98each
I
;
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Harriers overturn
Indiana by 20-39
News Special
BLOOMINGTON. lnd After losing its first two
dual meets.
Bowling
Green's cross country team
defeated Indiana University.
20-39. here Saturday
If it hadn't been for
Indiana's Steve
PeidenreiCh, the Falcons would
have run away with the
match. Peidenreich. who
won
individual
honors.
covered the hilly and challenging six miles in an
unprecedented
30 26 5,
beating the course record by
18 seconds

AFTER HEIDENREICH,
however, il was all Bowling
Green, as the Falcon
harriers placed in the next
five spots
Steve Danforth finished
second with a time of 31:08.
Craig Macdonald placed

third (31:17), Tracy Elliott
was fourth 131 391 and
freshman Dan McFarland
and senior Bob McOmber
tied for sixth i3l 571
"We ran together early in
the race and stayed together." said coach Mel
Brodt "The team as a whole
did very well in its first sixmiletesl "
BOB SOMESAN and Pat
Mandera. two of the
Poosiers' aces, ran poor
races, finishing well back in
the pack
"Indiana's second and
third men didn't perform."
said Brodt With the exception of Peidenreich. their
team ran spasmodically
with good and bad spurts.
This Saturday the Falcon
harriers will square off
against various area teams
in the Notre Dame Invitational.
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"I like
Family Night
at Ponderosa
because...

/•#8k\

i
i

. . . every Tuesday night I
can take my whole family
out to dinner and for only
99c each, feed them a good
steak, a baked potato, a
tossed salad and a roll with
butter, and all it costs me

I
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